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1. Rise of the Satavahanas:

● The Satavahanas emerged as a ruling dynasty in the Deccan region of India

around the 1st century BCE.

● Their capital was initially located at Pratishthana (modern Paithan in

Maharashtra).

2. Administrative and Political Structure:

● The Satavahana administration was influenced by Mauryan administrative

practices.

● They ruled through a decentralized administrative system with local and

provincial rulers.

● The Satavahana kings adopted the titles "Maharaja" and "Satavahana," and

they issued various types of coins.

3. Extent of Empire:

● The Satavahana Empire expanded its influence across a significant portion of

India, including the Deccan, parts of Central India, and the eastern coast.

● They played a crucial role in connecting northern and southern India.

4. Economy and Trade:

● The Satavahanas were actively involved in trade, and their empire benefited

from the trade routes connecting the Deccan to the Mediterranean through

ports like Pratishthana (Paithan) and Tagara.

● They minted coins in large quantities, emphasizing their role in trade and

commerce.

5. Patronage of Buddhism and Other Religions:

● The Satavahanas were known for their patronage of Buddhism, as well as other

religions like Hinduism and Jainism.

● They contributed to the spread of Buddhism in the Deccan region.

6. Art and Culture:
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● The Satavahana period saw significant artistic and architectural developments.

● Amaravati, a famous stupa, and the Nasik caves are examples of Satavahana

architecture.

7. Decline:

● The Satavahana Empire started to decline around the 3rd century CE.

● Various factors, including internal strife, external invasions, and the

emergence of regional powers, contributed to their decline.

● The Ikshvaku dynasty of Andhra Pradesh succeeded them.

8. Legacy:

● The Satavahanas played a vital role in the history of South India, and their rule

marks a transition from the Mauryan era to a more decentralized and

regionalized political landscape.

● They contributed to the spread of Indian culture and trade networks across the

Deccan and southern India.
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